Patients discharged from the hospital with coronary disease complications experience an increased risk of sudden cardiac arrest (SCA), which afflicts over 200,000 people in the United States each year with an 80% to 90% mortality rate.1–7 Prompt delivery of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) can triple the probability of survival from SCA, yet less than 25% of SCA victims receive bystander CPR.8 Given that 80% of SCA events occur in the home environment, hospitalization could serve as an important “point of capture” to provide CPR instruction to an important, undertrained population in contact with at-risk individuals.9–12

To address these resource and time barriers, the American Heart Association recently established a video self-instruction (VSI) course in CPR, eliminating the need for an instructor and reducing the time requirement for training to 20 minutes. The course consists of a digital video disc (DVD) and low-cost inflatable mannequin in a self-contained kit.13 Several investigations have shown that CPR performance skills of students after VSI courses are similar to those of students trained in conventional CPR courses.14–17 This VSI program presents the unique opportunity for “secondary training,” given that the DVD and mannequin may be shared by primary trainees with family members or friends. This VSI approach has not been evaluated in the hospital setting or with family members of patients at risk for SCA. We sought to test the feasibility of an in-hospital CPR training program using the VSI tool, with the hypothesis that VSI training would be well-accepted by family members of hospitalized patients with known or suspected coronary disease. We further hypothesized that subjects would be able to perform skills adequately and would be motivated to subsequently share the VSI course with others after their family member’s hospital discharge.

METHODS
This prospective, multicenter investigation was approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board and registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01096681). The University of Pennsylvania hospital system approved this study for all sites. Inpatient wards at 3 hospitals with a cardiac related diagnosis were identified as study sites.

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS:
Family members of inpatients admitted with cardiac-related diagnoses were offered CPR training via a proctored video-self instruction (VSI) program. After training, CPR skills and participant perspectives regarding their training experience were assessed.

Surveys were conducted one month postdischarge to measure the rate of “secondary training” of other individuals by enrolled family members. At the 3 study sites, 756 subjects were offered CPR instruction; 280 agreed to training and 136 underwent instruction using the VSI program. Of these, 78 of 136 (57%) had no previous CPR training. After training, chest compression performance was generally adequate (mean compression rate 90±26/minute, mean depth 37±12 mm). At 1 month, 57 of 122 (47%) of subjects performed secondary training for friends or family members, with a calculated mean of 2.1 persons trained per kit distributed.

CONCLUSIONS:
The hospital setting offers a unique “point of capture” to provide CPR instruction to an important, undertrained population in contact with at-risk individuals. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2011;6:428–432. © 2010 Society of Hospital Medicine.
Review Board (IRB) and represents the initial component of an ongoing longitudinal study testing different methods of CPR education in the hospital setting. Enrollment was conducted at 3 hospitals: The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (a 700-bed tertiary-care academic medical center), Penn Presbyterian Medical Center (a 300-bed tertiary-care and community hospital) and Pennsylvania Hospital (a 400-bed community hospital).

Recruitment Strategy
Family members of hospitalized patients with known or suspected coronary disease were targeted in this investigation (eg, patients admitted with known myocardial infarction, or patients over 40 years old admitted with chest pain or shortness of breath who had a known history of coronary risk factors). Recruitment took place in the cardiology and telemetry wards of each hospital site by research assistants who were previously CPR trained, but not certified as CPR instructors. Subjects were considered eligible for participation if they were a family member of a current inpatient with known or suspected coronary disease and had not received CPR instruction within the past 2 years. Subjects were excluded if they were under age 18 years, felt unwell, or considered themselves physically unable to undergo CPR training. Eligible individuals were approached using an IRB-approved recruitment script. If the family member declined participation, the research assistant collected the individual’s demographic information and reason for nonparticipation.

If the targeted individual expressed willingness to undergo CPR training, the research assistant administered a pretraining questionnaire to obtain demographic and history of prior CPR instruction. Subjects then underwent the VSI training program in a family consultation room within the hospital unit, proctored by the research assistant. The VSI program contains an instructional DVD that teaches standard CPR (30 compressions: 2 breaths), as well as the importance of recognizing a nonresponsive patient and calling 9-1-1. The training process, including set-up, video review, and practice routine, took less than 45 minutes per subject. Upon completion of the VSI session, subjects were tested in their newly acquired CPR skills using a VSI or a standard CPR-recording mannequin, with CPR data analyzed via commercial software (Skill-Reporter ResucìAnne and Skill-Reporter software, Laerdal Medical Corporation, Wappinger Falls, NY). Compression rate was calculated as compressions per minute, omitting pauses, with video-recorded data abstracted and combined with objective CPR recordings. Subjects then completed a Likert scale semi-quantitative self-assessment to rate their perspectives on the CPR training experience. Subjects were not compensated financially, but were given the VSI kit to bring home with them at no cost, for the opportunity of performing secondary training.

Assessment of Secondary Training
In an effort to determine whether subjects shared the VSI kit with other family members, follow-up telephone contact was made with enrollees approximately 1 month after initial CPR training. Subjects were asked to complete a brief survey that included self-reporting of whether they shared the kit, and if so, how many individuals were trained by the subject (measurement of secondary training, defined as the mean number of people trained for each kit distributed).

Data Analysis and Statistical Calculations
All data, including compiled survey results and CPR quantitative data, were abstracted using a spreadsheet application (Excel, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). Descriptive statistics were used to compare demographics of enrolled vs. nonenrolled populations, using either student’s t-tests for continuous variables or chi square tests for categorical data. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), with significance set at an alpha = 0.05.

RESULTS

Subject Characteristics and Demographics
Subjects were recruited at the 3 hospital sites between May 2009 and January 2010. A total of 756 eligible individuals were approached, and 280 accepted enrollment for CPR training, representing a 37% enrollment rate (Figure 1). Of the 280 enrolled, 136 underwent instruction using the VSI training program as described, and 144 were enrolled using an experimental method of VSI training in CPR; this second cohort will be described elsewhere. When comparing the eligible individuals who declined enrollment versus those who accepted (Table 1), no significant differences were observed with regard to age, gender or race (P = NS for each). Common reasons cited for nonparticipation included “lack of interest” or “lack of time” (data not shown).

Demographics of the enrolled subject cohort are detailed in Table 1. The mean age of subjects was 52 ± 15, and 94 of 136 (69%) were female. Enrolled subjects represented spouses or immediate family members of the hospitalized patient in 107 of 136 (79%) of cases, and the vast majority, 118 of 136 (87%), had either never received CPR training or had received it over 10 years prior to current enrollment.

Subject Perspectives
A posttraining survey revealed that most respondents, 101 of 136 (74%) felt comfortable or very comfortable learning CPR from the VSI kit, and 127 of 136 (93%) felt likely or very likely to share the VSI kit (Figure 2).

Resuscitation Skills Testing
After CPR training, subjects were asked to perform initial resuscitation actions including 2 minutes of CPR on a mannequin (Table 2). A total of 127
subjects completed these trainings, with 25 completing testing using a VSI kit and 102 using a depth-recording mannequin; data from 9 subjects were excluded due to CPR recording technical problems. With regard to performance of initial resuscitation actions, 96 of 127 (76%) of subjects assessed responsiveness, 90 of 127 (71%) checked for breathing and 91 of 127 (72%) signaled the need to call for help. CPR was attempted by 127 of 127 (100%) subjects. The mean chest compression rate was 90 ± 26 per minutes, and mean compression depth was 37 ± 12 mm. The mean ventilation rate was 4 ± 3 per minutes.

Secondary Training

Eligible subjects (n = 122) were surveyed via telephone 1 month after initial training, in which 95 individuals participated (78% response rate of those eligible for follow-up). VSI kits were shared by 57 subjects, with a total of 132 additional individuals receiving VSI-based CPR instruction. This represented a mean of 2.1 (median of 6) people trained per kit shared, with the actual number of people trained ranging from 1 to 15.

DISCUSSION

In the current work, we demonstrated the feasibility of using the hospital environment as a “point of capture” for training family members of at-risk patients in CPR skills. Given that most SCA events occur in the home setting, family member training may hold greater potential for CPR delivery during actual events than training a similar number of younger laypersons at large. Other investigators have identified the focused identification and CPR training of populations at risk of SCA as an important and potentially efficient step to improve survival.10,12,18,19 CPR education of family members before hospital discharge represents a logical extension of other cardiac risk factor-focused health care education and services before patients are discharged home, including delivery of dietary counseling, diabetic teaching, and education regarding cardiac symptoms. To our knowledge, our work represents the first hospital-based, adult, layperson, CPR training program using VSI as an instructional approach.

CPR training via a 25-minute VSI program has been shown to yield CPR performance quality in trainees that is similar to that generated from formal CPR classes that require 3 hours to 4 hours.14–16 While VSI training does not provide CPR certification, it is unlikely that the lack of testing and certification is a barrier to participation for the lay public. Indeed, the removal of the pressures of a formal class and testing may increase interest in CPR training through the VSI method.13,20,21

Several prior investigations have exploited VSI methodology as an outreach tool to teach CPR in various settings. A recent study in Norway used VSI CPR kits as refresher tools for hospital employees.22 Other work has focused on use of VSI implementation in schools.20,21,23 An example of this latter approach was a Danish initiative in which 35,000 VSI kits were distributed to seventh graders.20 Over 15,000 laypersons received “secondary training” at home by the initially trained students, highlighting a key advantage of the VSI method.
kit approach. It has been argued that this secondary training phenomenon is among the reasons the VSI educational approach may offer a cost effective means for targeted family training.13,20,21

While participants in our program were able to adequately perform CPR skills and expressed self-reported motivation and empowerment, it must be acknowledged that many trained laypersons still do not act when confronted with an actual arrest event.8 In addition, CPR quality at the time of actual performance may be variable, attenuating the survival benefit.24–26 However, several population-based observational studies have supported the notion that training more laypersons in CPR translates into improved overall survival rates from cardiac arrest.25,27,28 Further work will be required to follow newly trained, at-risk family members over time to determine if SCA events occur, and if so, whether CPR was initiated.

Limitations

Willingness to undergo CPR training is likely to be confounded by cultural, regional, and educational factors. Therefore, the general applicability of this 3-hospital program to other practice environments remains an open question. In our program, the majority of screened family members still refused participation; however, we did not discern a simple relationship between willingness to participate and age, gender, or race. Furthermore, we utilized paid research assistants as subject recruiters and proctors to the VSI training; from a broader implementation perspective, it would be important to determine whether hospital volunteers or staff could perform the training. In addition, while a VSI training kit currently costs $35 and a conventional CPR course could cost from $150 to $300, a formal cost-effectiveness analysis of VSI training has yet to be performed. Another key limitation is that the secondary training effect was measured by participant self-report, which may be prone to recall bias; however, no specific incentives or penalties were used to encourage over-reporting of secondary training. Finally, in this short-
term feasibility study, no direct patient outcomes nor instances of CPR performance were measured.

CONCLUSIONS
In this prospective study of hospital-based CPR training, we have shown that targeted training of families before hospital discharge is feasible, well received by trainees, and has the benefits of secondary training in the home environment, where most SCA events take place. This program could be easily implemented in other hospital or practice settings. Through targeted CPR training programs such as the one described in this investigation, at risk populations that are underrepresented in conventional CPR training classes can be equipped with important life-saving skills. Further work on a larger scale will be required to measure the impact of such programs on patient outcomes.
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